Vegetation in Semi-Arid Areas as a Direct Meso and Macro Climatic Factor: First Evidence of Duplicate Climate Protective Effect of Large Scale Afforestation?
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Abstract

Management of climate via vegetation mainly focuses on the CO₂ sequestration activity of plants. Ecologists and Meteorologists so far agree that vegetation has an impact on micro and meso climatic level. Settlement of new vegetation on bare steppe ground over thousands of square km created within short time as seen in a “Great Green Wall” (GGW) – this still is a “new” engineering event, climatic evaluation of greening of entire regions is only starting. Large scale vegetation in semi-arid areas may have a role as direct meso – and macro climatic factor, developing over decades. Discrepant results are found in simulation models (afforestation related risk of heat in same or neighboring region) versus biophysical analysis of satellite data (warming effect of deforestation in dry climate). In trying to explain this discrepancy the reported effects of large scale afforestation in the Chinese GGW on regional and continental climate are reviewed, as reported for model regions sized a few thousand square km. Long term data showing a mitigating effect on wind, temperature and dryness, an important function of trees in breaking hot dry desert wind, a change to moderately humid climate and the critical minimum density of tree cover are reported. Potential errors underlying the simulation models are being discussed. We derive that the first signs of a potential direct meso and macroclimatic effect of additional vegetation in dry semi-arid and arid areas may become visible in the Chinese GGW, which would mean a duplicate climate mitigating effect here. As more and more afforestation areas of this GGW are established this effect is expected to develop in even larger regions during the next two decades.
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Introduction

There is an increasing interest in managing climate, globally. The topic of managing global climate by means of additional vegetation so far is focused mainly on the CO₂ sequestration activity of plants. Natural climate solution projects are aiming to gain a maximum amount of CO₂ fixation, therefore plantation projects were started preferably in regions where high amount of CO₂ can be sequestered within short time, ie where fast growth of trees is supported by humidity of the local climate. The direct climatic impact of vegetation observed in hot dry regions is: breaking of hot desert winds, cooling effect via evapotranspiration and shadow, increasing water storage capacity of the ground, introduction of a hydrate cycle, etc. Ecologists and Meteorologists agree in that direct effects of vegetation can be demonstrated on micro and meso climatic level. The reason for limiting it to a local and regional scale possibly is because the settlement of new tree vegetation over ten thousands of square km, developing, e.g. on bare steppe ground within short time as seen in the “Great Green Walls” (GGW) – this rarely happened before in human history, so there was no opportunity to observe a macro climatic impact. If afforestation of a huge area with desert-like climate and formerly very sparse vegetation has an impact on climate – how long would it take for such new „savannah plantation“ to really show an impact on the dominating semi-arid (almost desert like) climate?

Evidence of such effects of vegetation so far can only be shown indirectly from analysing the meteorological outcome of large scale deforestation, which is leading to weather extremes. If taking place on several continents at the same time (as is the case with tropical forests) such deforestations are expected to bear risk of global temperature rise [1]. Climatic evaluation of the newly existing large scale GGW in Northern China is only starting [2, 3]. This “North Shelterbelt Development Program” was built on the Southern edges of the Gobi and Taklamakan deserts, predominantly in semi-arid climate, an area measuring up to 4,800 km from West to East.

The oldest GGW was started in the early 1970s in Algeria (1,500 km), and the so far largest GGW is planned since 2005 in the South (Sahel) and North of the Sahara Desert. Today the idea is to create a network of vegetation areas over a territory of more than 7,500 km from coast to coast across the North African continent. It is coordinated by the African Union Commission [4, 5]. New large scale afforestation in hot dry climate needs several decades to get established, vegetation here may directly reduce ground temperature, cause regularity of precipitation and humidity of soil and air.
Additional evidence of trees and shrubs in semi-arid areas to have a possible cooling effect on surface temperature is coming from the biophysical investigation of vegetation changes on the energy balance in a global context [6]. On the other hand, two studies simulating the impact of large scale afforestation in semi-arid climate are reviewed here which are finding a risk of surface temperature warming in the planted area or the neighboring regions. The warming trend typically found in simulations is connected to the expected changes in albedo. To better understand the discrepant finding I will review the first long-term real life climate data published for the Chinese GGW.

Review

Afforestation in dry climate – Biophysical analysis and Simulation models

Only recently it has become possible to evaluate the effects of vegetation changes on the energy balance in a global context by means of satellite data analysis. Duveiller et al. [6] have shown that the conversion of forests into grassland or agricultural land in dry climate will lead to rise in mean land surface temperatures. The local effects of vegetation loss or land degradation are an increase in the reflected portion of the short wave radiation, and this was most significant in dry climate regions. The resulting emitted long wave radiation is higher in dry regions and lower in northern latitudes. In addition, vegetation loss will lead to strongly reduced latent heat stream, particularly in tropical climate.

The type of vegetation covering the landscape has a direct influence on local climate through its control of water and energy fluxes. The albedo (brightness) of the vegetation cover will determine how much energy is reflected back into space as shortwave radiation. Its roughness determines how much mixing of air occurs between the atmosphere and the vegetation canopy. The depth and structure of its rooting system can determine how much soil moisture and groundwater might be tapped and thus how much heat can be dissipated through evapotranspiration or latent heat flux. The balance of all these surface properties determines the direct influence of vegetation on the surface energy budget and ultimately on the local temperature” [7]. It therefore seems that changes in surface properties resulting in reduced number of trees in regions with dry and warm climate can lead to a local warming effect. Can we derive from this finding that, vice versa plantation of trees on bare ground in dry climate will have a cooling effect on surface temperatures? The albedo changing effect of vegetation cover is a strong factor in current climate simulation models. Typically, these models are finding that albedo will be reduced by vegetation, i.e. in comparison with the highly reflective bare ground of steppe or desert, the reduced reflection of sun heat radiation will lead to warming of surface temperature via the non-reflected portion absorbed by vegetation.

Simulation of a Western African GGW [8] has investigated how a seamless vegetation cover with evergreen broad leafed plants in a several hundred km wide area (here called „Savannah”) in the South of the Sahel would impact the number of days with extreme hot temperature, since heat waves are becoming more frequent in some areas of the world and they could as well become a risk for man and agriculture here in the South of the Sahel. The simulation is finding that indeed the number of days with extremely hot temperature will increase over the Savannah region, whereas temperature reduction will be found in the „Guinea” region in the South along the Ivory Coast and in the Sahel region in the North. The increase in days with hot temperature in the afforested „Savannah” region would predominantly occur during the dry season. At the end of this article it is stated that further analysis work is needed due to some uncertainty factors in order to come to more robust conclusions but that afforestation would lead to increased risk of heat waves in the „Savannah” and a reduced risk for regions of comparable size in the North and South of it. Another investigation has been conducted to simulate afforestation in the East of South Africa [9], and the results are similar: In the simulated scenario afforestation would lead to reduced albedo and an increase in surface temperature over the plantation area, as well as a certain cooling effect on the neighbouring regions. Some areas would become more dry, other areas of South Africa may get more precipitation than before. Therefore, afforestation could lead to unfavourable changes in local climate in unpredictable areas, which is why besides the positive biogeochemical impact of large scale afforestation also its possible biophysical effects needed to be considered. In trying to overcome the dilemma of the conflicting results, I will review the first real life climate data published for the world’s largest GGW in China, separated by their potential regional (meso climatic) and continental (macro climatic) effects.

Examples of direct meso climatic effects of vegetation in semi-arid climate

The Chinese state and part of its population have been tackling the “Northern Shelter Belt” project since the 1970’s by planting a reported 66 billion trees along the roads, ditches, ponds, and cultivated land ridges, with the aim of a total of 100 billion trees and shrubs planted by 2050. Today these activities are supported by increasingly sophisticated technology resulting in the (re-) greening of steppes and even sand deserts in a gigantic large scale, on an area of 4,800 x 1,500 km. By 2050 these measures are hoped to improve soil degradation on 40% of China’s total area [2, 3]. A detailed case study by Zhuang et al. [10] published in 2017 is based on long-term data from a “show case” region of 152,000 hectares (an area of about 50 x 30 km) in Northern Jiangsu. Some 132,600 hectares of the total ground had been desertified until the early 1950’s when afforestation with millions of trees was started here as one of the first regions in the fight against desertification. It is not reported but the proximity to the Yellow River may have made afforestation easier. A marked improvement of the regional climate data is reported: air humidity has increased, the number of days with dust winds is decreased and the formerly steppe landscape was transformed into a green patchwork of forests and agriculture. Reliable publications of detailed afforestation related climate parameters are still rare, therefore the findings are presented in more detail.

The authors claim that today, “the formerly extremely severe climate along the old course of the Yellow River has been fundamentally changed. The improved quality of the regional environment is verified by the greatly increased productivity and welfare of the people. The
saline alkali soil has been treated, along with poverty, transforming a beggar’s hometown into a modern region, famous as a producer of food, fruits, vegetables and wood.” [10]. Regional climate data for the last 66 years were documented by the Fengxian Meteorological Bureau. Data are showing a reduction in strong wind days per year by 80%, reduction in maximum wind speed from 26 to 11 m/sec and reduction of the average wind speed over the ground by 90%. The forested area has been expanded within 60 years, starting from 3% in the 1950’s to 36.9% in the 2010’s. This would have transformed the long term trend of sand storms and desertification into more humid climate in which catastrophic droughts have become rare, despite the underlying global warming mega trend. The local climate has benefitted from reduced temperature extremes, reduced strength and frequency of sand storms and more days with fog.

Precipitation data before / after afforestation are not presented in this paper. However, from 1958 to 1980 the average relative humidity in June had been between 55 and 80%, then during the last 30 years it has varied from 78 to 90%. The increase in relative humidity possibly would result from an increase in evapotranspiration of trees and shrubs and on the other hand from the markedly reduced frequency of strong winds and decreased average yearly wind speed. The number of foggy days per year in this region is reported to have increased from 10 to 20 days (1958 -1971), to 18 to 35 days (1972 - 2000), and 35 to 45 days (2001 - 2013). Before 1960 there were 1 to 22 days with hot dry wind per year, this value has gone down to 0 to 6 (1981 – 2005) and 0 to 3 per year (2005 – 2013). This finding is interesting as it is showing an important impact of vegetation on hot dry desert wind that had caused extreme temperatures in the past - and it contradicts the expected role of a reduced albedo that is to be assumed for an increase in vegetation coverage by 33%. Today this feature of hot dry desert winds seems to have mostly gone and a reduced average wind speed is caused by the additional vegetation. In China, as in many other countries a recent trend of warming and increase in droughts is found, as shown for the period from 1982 to 2011 in [7]. Despite this fact, Zhuang et al report that the June average temperatures have remained constant over the last 60 years in this Northern Jiangsu region. Given the global warming trend (with a reported increase of about 1.5 degrees for China during the last three decades) this arguably may be considered a net decrease of surface temperature.

The authors conclude that, “with constant application of reforestation for 50 years, the regional climate in the old course of Yellow River has improved greatly, from its former long term status as a region of sandstorms and desertification, into a region that can be considered as being intermediate between mesic and humid in weather, and with few natural disasters. Sandstorms, dry-hot wind and saline alkali soil have been eliminated at the root source, along with poverty of the local population.”[10]. The authors propose that, “even though a single or several plots of trees might be net consumers of water in arid and half arid region, millions of trees may have a “mass effect function on improving regional climate.”

Furthermore, based on long term climate data a „critical mass”, i.e. a minimum number of trees per area required to find measurable climatic effects of vegetation was discovered. In the hostile semi-arid basic climate a reported 16% and higher tree coverage had led to the moderately sub humid conditions observed today. Less marked results so far are reported in another example. The arid Kubuqi desert is located in the Ordos prefecture of Inner Mongolia, an Autonomous Region in the Northwest of China. Here, a total area of almost 6,000 square km of sand desert has been greened. This achievement was sponsored by a private ecology and investment company, Elion Research Ltd. since 1988 [11, 12]. “Emerging private enterprises such as Elion have played an important role in desertification control and governance in the Kubuqi Desert with the support of local government in terms of policies, planning, and infrastructure construction” [12]. Along the south bank of the Yellow River, Elion has established shelter forest in a belt of 242 km length and 5 to 20 km wide, consisting of trees, bushes and grass. Kubuqi has a temperate continental arid monsoon climate (Köppen class BWk, desert climate), with a long cold winter and warm short summer. January is the coldest month with average of −11.7°C, July is the hottest month with average of 22.1°C [12].

In a newspaper article precipitation is reported to have increased during the last 30 years from 100 mm to more than 400 mm in 2018 in this part of the desert [11]. However, there is a constant risk for such reports to originate from biased source. A reliable report including meteorological long term data published by the United Nations (UNEP) in 2015 [12] has found only around 10 % increase in precipitation. The shape of the main tree plantation area is a stretched, rather narrow belt. Evapotranspiration is reported to be generally low due to the low temperatures in autumn and winter. Precipitation results published in [12] are between 260 and 280 mm from the 1960’s to the 2000’s, and 310 mm for the 2010’s decade.

As to sand storms, the UNEP report concludes: “The Kubuqi Project area displays a consistent greening trend that could have caused a decrease in dust storms. This is supported by evidence from the meteorological records at Hangjin Qi which indicated that the number of sandstorm days per year decreased dramatically after the 1970s. Although the decreasing trend was evident before the Kubuqi Project started it has continued until now.”

Days of sandstorm per year until 1985 was between 10 and 50, and since then has decreased to 0 to 8 days.

Annual air temperatures recorded at Hangjin Qi station seems to follow the continental trend as given in [7].

The UNEP report identifies a risk typical for large scale afforestation in semi-arid areas: “While there is currently some risk of overuse of the water table, that is... mitigated by the fact that high water use species, such as non-native vegetables and trees, are only a portion of the developed area, the remainder being mostly plants native to desert areas.” The report recommends “a thorough assessment of water resources before extending to new areas so that the risk of water table depletion can be managed in terms of planting the appropriate species at suitable densities for the local hydrological conditions” [12]. In summary, in both example regions which may belong to the most advanced areas of the Chinese GGW, a reduction in sand storms and events of strong wind can be found following afforestation. In addition, for Jiangsu region an increase in air humidity and constant temperatures over the last 6 decades are found which on basis of global
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warming trend could indicate a slight cooling effect resulting from afforestation. This may be evidence of direct effects of afforestation on meso climatic level, leading to mitigation of dryness, heat, wind and sand storms in semi-arid and arid climate. Regional transformation from semi-arid to now moderately humid climate was reported.

**Direct macro climatic effect of vegetation**

During the last three decades, increased drought severity has led to loss of biomass in China, particularly around the year 2000 [7]. This trend clearly will have impacted the Chinese GGW afforestation efforts but plantations may have recovered since then. However, significant increase of forested area in Northern China also has been confirmed for other regions of the GGW. In a study published in 2013 the forested area in the district of Yulin (Shaaxi province) was analysed by mapping afforestation and deforestation from 1974 to 2012. Here, the forested area grew from 14.8% (380,394 hectares) in 1974 to 43.9% (1,128,380 hectares) in 2010. This was determined in a validated evaluation of time series stacks taken by Landsat satellite [15].

In the last century sand and dust from the Gobi and Taklamakan deserts have been reported to be blown over thousands of km, leading to regular heavy air pollution in the capital of Beijing, and even causing coloration of rain and surfaces in Korea and Japan. These dust storm events, so called “Yellow dragon”, probably have been worsened in the last century by deforestation and over use of vegetation and ground water in the climatically sensitive semi-arid Northern territories of China, thereby leading to desertification of wide areas. A publication of Feng Wan et al. (2013) is showing that the frequency of sand storms of different strength in China indeed has gone down since 1954. According to this study, until 2010 the last strong sand storm in Beijing has been registered in 1995 [2]. The reduction of these events has been connected by local meteorologists to the large scale fixation of sand dunes and steppes of Northern and Northwest China. Evidence is given in a study (2015) of time trends in vegetation index in the GGW region, showing that, when compared with adjacent regions the GGW has improved the vegetation index and effectively reduced dust storm intensity (frequency, visibility, duration) in Northern China [14]. The Normalized Vegetation Difference Index (NDVI) is a measure of green vegetation cover from satellite imagery. For this parameter time trends were analyzed together with rainfall and dust storm data from weather stations. An index of dust storm intensity was deployed that takes frequency, visibility, and duration of dust storm events into account. The study found that NDVI was not related to rainfall trends, whereas dust storm intensity was decreased, resulting from increase in NDVI.

An investigation published by the same author in 2016 [15] has analysed air pollution data as generated by 186 observational stations across China. Average NDVI values in the 20-km radius of the 186 stations for six selected years in the period from 1983 to 2003 were analysed. Tan concludes that sand storms and dust storm intensity had decreased markedly during this time period in the area of the GGW and that in parallel the vegetation had recovered here. Thus, reduction in sand and dust storm events seems to be the first and most obvious climatic change introduced by afforestation. It is mentioned in all studies on the subject and noticed on regional as well as on continental level.

**Discussion**

The biophysical analysis of satellite derived data by Duveiller et al. [6] is showing that in dry climate, when compared to any other form of vegetation, forests have a cooling effect on surface temperature. This finding is surprising and it may necessitate a correction of the existing albedo simulation models for this climate zone. The review of simulation results in contrast suggests that afforestation of steppes and desert bordering areas may lead to a rise in surface temperature and risk of extreme hot temperatures in the same or neighbouring regions.

The West African simulation study [8] is mentioning uncertainty factors to be considered, e.g., choice of simulation model, and definition of extreme heat. At least for the vegetation found naturally in this climate it is fair to say that it would not show dark green colour throughout the year: Leaves and bark of sclerophylls often show bright wax cover, white „hair“, spines, prickles or thorns reflecting the sun light, thereby protecting them from UV radiation. In the typical savannah landscape trees are not standing very close and the grass in between will show light yellow colour during the hot dry season, i.e. for 7 to 9 months of the year. During this time fresh green leaves will dry out and fall off, they typically do not exist on the local species during most of the year. Therefore it seems doubtful whether the standard used here (“evergreen broad leaved plants”) can be applied to simulations of semi-arid conditions. Any existing or newly developed savannah vegetation cover that is adapted to this climate would probably not present dark green colour during dry season thus have a lower effect on albedo most time of the year.

With more and more simulations and investigations being undertaken to analyse the climatic impact of trees and forests scientists are now heavily discussing the overall net contribution of afforestation on global warming. In this situation it may help to search for afforestation related real life (semi-arid) climate data. The dilemma being that for such experiment we would need 1. about 50 years of time to establish tree vegetation cover in semi-arid area, 2. perfect baseline regional climate data and 3. to come to a reliable conclusion the temperature rise of global warming trend over these decades is to be taken into account. Afforestation in the Chinese example areas more or less is those 50 years ahead. By using long term climate data collected in one and the same meteorological station an interesting regulation mechanism was found that may not be as predominant in simulation models [10]. In the Jiangsu region, an actual tree coverage as high as 36% (starting from 3%) led to significantly reduced wind speed so that days of hot dry desert wind and extreme temperature in this region are almost gone. Where did the heat go, has it led to warming of the neighbouring regions?

We do not know, but certainly part of the energy will have gone into evapotranspiration of the newly developed forests. In the context of a GGW we need to “think big”, we should find similar, maybe weaker cooling trends in other parts of the gigantic large
Chinese GGW. The example described in above is a simple cause-
and-effect relationship but it seems to have large meso climatic
effect. It is questionable whether simulation would have shown that
the vegetational impact on wind speed would by far overweight the
impact of reduced albedo in the investigated region – and probably to
some degree in all surrounding regions that have been enriched with
vegetation. Albedo change and reduction in wind speed – these are
only two of the factors of the complex regional interaction between
vegetation, ground and climate. Other single factors that speak against
warming effect of afforestation in dry hot climate which seem difficult
to analyse or simulate are:

1. Shade: Shade reduces temperature, increases humidity, leading
to constant soil moisture and thereby an increased uptake of
rare precipitation. In this climate partial shadow may enable life,
whereas absence of shadow does not. On a ground that is entirely
dried out water can stay for long time without being taken up.
During this time the majority of precipitation may already have
run away in a wadi.

2. Root system: Deep root penetration of the ground will give it
structure that allows for infiltration and long term storage of
precipitation in deeper zones of the ground, leading to rise of the
ground water level. Strong main roots will break up soil compaction
in deep ground, fibre roots will increase the water holding capacity
of desert sand... All of which will contribute to the water cycle,
thereby increasing the cooling effect via evapotranspiration. In
this climate zone water is of ultimate importance as it dominates
life here in a “all or nothing rule”.

Can these and other biophysical single factors related to
afforestation be simulated appropriately, with their specific intensity
and meaning in semi-arid regions? Today, where would we get
reference data to underlie a realistic simulation, even if these were
given for an area of “only” 1,500 square km, like the Jiangsu region
in China? When in this climate it takes at least 4, 5 or more decades
until such „test area“ is established? Probably it is not a simple task to
simulate an overall cooling effect of new vegetation that may evolve
to its full extent in nature only after 5 to 7 decades, as can be derived
from review of dry climate ecological data [16].

Often questions around publication of data of the Chinese GGW
are raised: Where do data come from, what is the source? Analysts
may be over motivated to sell a positive outcome of such huge project
leading to biased reporting of results. As shown in the Kubuqi
example, true facts (increase in precipitation) can be mixed with “half
truth” (100 mm instead 260 mm initial value, 400 mm instead of 310
mm averaged value today) which is disappointing as it may mask any
helpful interpretation based on true data. The UNEP (2015) report in
this respect seems trustworthy, doing only interpretation of long term
data, gathered from a local weather station.

Likewise, climate data from the Jiangsu region do meet these
criteria. They are also underlined by positive agro economical facts
on the development from steppe land in the 1950’s to farming land
and fruit garden today. The authors even complain that, because
harvests here are so rich farmers would now start to cut trees on the
field borders in order to gain more arable land, they see a risk that very
soon such behaviour could bring back the old days of hot sand storms.

The Northern Jiangsu region seems to be a “show case” or “model”
region: Its’ proximity to the Yellow River is likely to have enabled
irrigation of young plants, maybe there is a high water table as in the
example of Kubuqi where the stretched narrow green belt was built
along the banks of Yellow River. Here a high water table in a few
meters depth is reported which clearly has made afforestation easier.
Other regions of the Chinese GGW may not have this luxury. Their
development into a state of 16, 20 or more percent tree cover when
transition to sub-humid climate can be expected (as in Jiangsu) – this
is likely to take more years here.

In this review we do not cover the question of which kind of
species or vegetation to be chosen for which climate situation. Reports
of the Chinese GGW make clear that also plantation of grassland and
shrubs is part of the afforestation campaign. The high mortality rate
of trees in this climate and a preferably lower water consumption rate
of grassland are typical points of criticism of scientists [17]. Today
China looks back on three generations of large scale planting efforts,
and correction of some of the ecological parameters has been and will
need to be done.

Any improvement of climate parameters may only develop over
years and decades, hand in hand with the establishment of the new
vegetation. Such improvement likely will be counteracted by the
effects of global warming. It is therefore difficult to measure any
balancing climate effect of new vegetation since these two activities
minimize each other. In addition, the larger the region being analysed
the more difficult it seems to relate any change in climate parameters
to afforestation activity. Long term investigations over the next
decades will show whether a still growing new vegetation cover in
semi-arid Northern China, besides sand storm events also will modify
temperature and humidity on a continental level, similar to the reports
on regional level.

Conclusion

It is surprising that we may be able to already find meso and
macro climatic effects of vegetation only 50 years after the first
plantations were started. In comparison to afforestation in humid
climate, newly planted vegetation in semi-arid climate is expected to
need significantly more time to take root and get established. Based
on semi-arid ecological observations it may take up to 70 years until
new vegetation in steppes is well established [16] and only then
would also have developed its’ full climatic potential for increased
deposition of precipitation in the ground, for the activation of hydrate
cycle, formation of clouds, reduction of wind speed, and stabilized
surface temperatures. Similarly, a recent report from a Chinese science
journalist indicates that it is expected to take another 20 years until we
will see the full spectrum of positive results from the Chinese GGW
that was started in 1978 (“France 24”, online news 2018). We need to
think big” in terms of geography – and time. The ability of such
plantation to develop, spread and expand further, this certainly can be
used as a measure of persistence and success of semi-arid afforestation.

Striking discrepancy was found between the theoretical impact of
albedo changes outweighing afforestation results in simulation
studies when compared to the importance of wind breaking activity
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of vegetation on the border of deserts, as seen in real life. The difficult afforestation of steppes and desert border regions may be of high value, functioning as a „vegetational climate barrier“, in addition to the climate protective effect via CO₂ fixation. Here the desert climate parameters are being controlled, vegetation here is buffering the climatic impact of deserts on their adjacent regions.

The first results from Jiangsu region with a size of about 30 x 50 km are showing a threshold with 16 to 20 % of minimum tree cover that is leading to beneficial regional climate changes, i.e. an increase in humidity that is enabling agricultural production in an area dominated by hostile semi-arid climate before. Especially in semi-arid and arid climate it seems obvious that vegetation should have a minimum density over a larger area, a certain minimum percentage in order to show climatic impact and to support or enable agriculture via humidity and precipitation induced by the additional vegetation.

Current natural climate solution projects are focused on maximum fixation of CO₂ amounts, consequently plantation projects were supported preferably in regions where high amount of CO₂ can be sequestered within short time, i.e. where fast growth of trees is maximum fixation of CO₂ amounts, consequently plantation projects were supported preferably in regions where high amount of CO₂ can be sequestered within short time, i.e. where fast growth of trees is possible. Additionally, the desert climate of desert border regions however, viability of vegetation depends on a certain regularity of precipitation, additional vegetation may create a duplicate climate mitigating effect, leading to additional humidity and reduced surface temperatures on formerly bare ground.

What if many or most of the desert bordering regions and semi-arid areas with signs of desertification, globally are considered as GGW candidates, getting re-greened in order to maintain soil fertility and a balanced regional and continental climate? Regions in question for respective activities are the Sahel, South Africa, the entire region from Syria to Pakistan, parts of India, and Australia. GGWs and networks of existing and new vegetation in desert bordering areas may be stabilizing in many regards, leading to a more balanced climate regionally and perhaps, globally – in addition to the benefit for agriculture and economy.
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